Diggy

Our Digital
Protector

Meet Diggy, The Digital Protector.
Diggy knows that businesses online exposure
is a critical risk to their business, its employees,
and its customers. Following the spike in attacks
originating from our online presence and from
the fact that manual distribution of malware
through social media is at an all-time high, Diggy
knows he is the right solution at the right time.

Your organization’s operations are often exposed to substantial risk by your internet presence.
Business conversations and operations require increased digital interactions, and leave a continuously
growing digital footprint, leaving your business at greater risk. Diggy monitors your online presence
and interactions, to mitigate this risk. As part of his role, Diggy monitors your social media activities,
website, blog, DNS registrars, and more.

According to Gartner,
in the next 3 years there
will be an exponential
growth in the manual
distribution of malware
through social media.
How Diggy Does Protection
Diggy monitors and protects all the digital assets affected by these online interactions in real-time,
safeguarding your online presence and interactions.
Diggy uses our Argos Platform to achieve this comprehensive level of protection. Diggy also works
with our CyberOPS team, so that your protection-level always maintains its optimum capacity.
Diggy scans your online assets regularly; social media networks, web properties, blogs, DNS records,
and IP Blacklists, to identify malicious activities, attempts at defacements and at cyber campaigns
utilizing your infrastructure. Where needed, Diggy mimics user behavior by using browser sandboxing
capabilities to identify these threats.
Together with his team of cyber specialist, Diggy takes mitigating action in real time, and protects
your brand, stakeholders and customers.

The Technology Behind Diggy
The Argos platform scans your company’s digital footprint to produce alerts and reports for malicious
activities that may be threatening your digital assets; producing alerts and reports for all malicious
activities. These activities include: defacements, spamming, malware drop-off, links to phishing
sites, account takeover, and more. Once a malicious activity is identified, alerts are disseminated
automatically, for immediate mitigation or in some cases, automatically mitigated.

Threats Averted Thanks to Diggy
Your social media accounts, blogs, and websites have emerged as the digital front lines of the 21st
century. Cyber criminals and hacktivists are growing in sophistication; perimeter-based security
technologies are essentially fighting a losing battle.
Once an online asset has been compromised, your response time (and damage incurred) is measured
in seconds.
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